Weather today generally fair,
slightly warmer. High 58, low
38. Gentle winds, 10-15 miles
per hour. No precipitation la
forecast.
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The SJS Viet Nam Day Committee will hold its first meeting of the semester at 8 p.m.,
tomorrow night, Feb. 17, tn
CH227.
The
International
Days of Protest on March 2526 sus’ demonstrations against
UTC, Bay Area napalm producers, will be discuslowl.
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General Ed Courses Dumke Tells Students
Still Open to Students
Vacancies still exist in the following General Education classes and
sections, reports Dr. John W. Gilbaugh, Dean of the College.
Students should go to departmental offices to make arrangements

for getting into them.
COURSE (Number and Title)

8:30, 12:30 MWF
II:00, 11:00 TTH
7:30 MY,: 7:00 p.m. MW or TTH
10:30, 2:30 MW
4:30 MW: 8:30 TTH
7:30 MWF
1:30 MWF
10:30 TTH
11:30 MWF; 2:30 MWF
7:30 MW
3:30 TTH
7:30 W
2:30 T
1:30 TTH
7:30 MWF
7:30 MWF or TTH; 1:30 MW
7:30, 10:30 MWF
10:30 TTH
9:30 MW; 2:30 MW or TTH; 7:00 P.M TTH
2:30 TTH
7:30 M or T; 10:30 TH
9:30 TTH
12:30 MWF
2:P2 TTH
9:30 TTH
7:30, 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 12:10, MWF;
7:30, 8:30, TTH; 7:00 p.m. W
1:30, 2:30 MWF
9:30, 10:30, 1:30 MWF
1:30 MWF
1:30 MWF
12:30 MWF
2:30 TTH
10:30 TTH
8:30 TTH
12:30 F; 7:CO p.m. TH
2:30 TTH
10:30 TTH; 3:30 1TH

Engl. 1 13-Composition
Engl. 3B-Composition
Engl. 5611-English Literature
Engl. 60-Introduction to Biblical Literature
Engl. 1148-English Drama
Ent. 5I -General Entomology (Lab.)
Erst. 52-General Entomology (Lab.)
Geol. IA-General Geology (Loc.)
Geol. 1A-General Geology (Lab.)
Geol. 106-Geology of California
Geol. 110-Rocks and Minerals of California
Geol. 126-Principles of Paleontology and
Stratigraphy (Loc.)
Geol. 126-Principles of Paleontology and
Stratlgraphy (Lab.)
Geol. 129-Goneral Oceanography
Hist. 411-European
Hist. 1111--History of th Americas
Hist. I7B-U. S. History

Math. 70-Finite Mathemetics I
Men’s P.E. 12B-Intormediate Volleyball (CoEd)
Men’s P.E. 34A-Beginning Track (CoEd)
Men’s P.E. 18B-Interrnediate Tennis (CoEd)
Men’s P.E. 1A-Freshman Physical Fitness
Men’s P.E. 2B-Intermedlate Swimming
Men’s P.E. 6A-Beginning Gymnastics
Men’s P.E. 128-Intermediate Volleyball
Men’s P.E, I6A-Beginning Wrestling
Men’s P.E. 17A-Beginning Boxing
Men’s P.E. 39B-Intermediate Judo
Mus. I0A-Introduction to Music Literature

Phil.
Phil.
Phil.
Phil.
Phil.
Phil

S8-Basic Ethics
60-Hist. of Anc. & Med. Phil.
61 -History of Modern Philosophy
105-Chinese and Japanese Philosophy
108-Political 8 Social Philosophy
I09-Philosophy of Religion

Photo. 1A-Basic Photography (Loc.)
Phys. Sci. 20A-Principhes of Physical Sei.
Phys. Sci. 20B-Princ. of Physical Sci. (Loc.)
Phys. Sci. 208-Princ. of Physical Sci. (Lab.)
Phys. Sci. 30-Physical Science (Lee.)
Phys. Sci. 30-Physical Science (Lab./
Phys. Sci. SOB-Structure and Inquiry Rec.)
Phys. Sci. 509-Structure and Inquiry (Lab.)
Phys. 2A-Genrol Physics (Lab.)
Phys. 2B-Genoral Physics (Lab.)
Phys

SO-Gnneral Physics (Lab.)

Phys. 51 -General Physics (Lsbl
Phys. 52-General Physics (Lab.)
Phys. 60A-Elementary Physics (Lab.)
Pol. Sci. IA-American Government
Pol.
Pol.
Psy.
Sci.
Sci.
Set.
Sci.

Sei. 123-International Relatioes
Sci. 124-1nternational Organisations
55-General Psychology
Ed. 10-Natural Science (Lee.)
Ed. 10-Natural Science (Lab.)
Ed. 11 -Natural Science (Lee.)
Ed. 11 -Natural Science (Lab.)

Soc. 60-Fields of Social Work
Soc. 70-Introduction to Sociology
Soc. 15011-Social problems
Women’s Physical Education

7:30 TTH
2:30 MWF
9:30 TTH; 10:30 MWF
12:30 1TH
7:30, 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30, 2:30 MWF
8:00, 11:00 TTH
11:30 MWF
8:30, 9:30, 10:30 MWF; 12:30 TTH
12:30 MWF; 7:00 p.m. T
1:30 MW; 8:30 TTH
B:30 TTH
4:30 M
11:00 TTH
9:30, 12:30 TTH; 7:00 p.m. TH
7:30 MWF; 4:00 TTH
10:30 MWF
7:30 Daily
2:30 MWF
7:30, 1:30 MWF
8:30, 9:30, MWTHF; 9:30 MTV/F;
2:30 MTWTH
12:30 MWF: 5:30 TTH
II:30 MW
1:30 MW
11:30 TTH
9:30 MW
8:30 MW
10:30, 11:30 TTH
11:30, 12:30 TTH
10:30, 1:30 MW; 9:30 MW
11:30 TTH
12:30 MW or TTH
8:30, 11:30, 12:30 MWF; 8:03, 2:30 TTH;
7:00 P.m. T
9:30, 11:30 MWF
7:00 9... M
11:30 TTH; 7:00 p.m. M
8:00 TTH; 10:30, 11:10 MWF
1:30 MWF
11:30, 9:30 11:10 MWF; B:00, 9:30, 11:00,
12:30, 2:00 TTH; 7:00 p.m. TH
7:30 MWF
1:30 MWF
10:30, 11:30 MWF
11:30 MWF, 7:00 p.m. r
12:30 TTH
10:30 MWFJ 12:30, 11:30, 2:00 TTH
7:00 P... TH
7:30 MW; 10:30 TH
All Lectures and Labs open
9:30 TTH
10:30 T; 2:30 W
7:30 TTI1
7:30, 10:30 W
1:30 MW
2:30 M
8:30, 11:30, 2:30 W; 1:30 F; 2:30 M;
7:00 p.rn. M
11:30, 2:30, 7:00 p.m. M; 7:30, 10:30 T;
2:30 W; 10:30, 7:30, 1:30 F; 8:30, 11:30,
2:30 TH
7:30, 10:30, 7:P3 p.m. T; 8:30, 11:30,
2:30 TH: 7:30 F
2.30, 7:00 p.m. M; 7:30, 10:30, 2:30 T;
8:30, 11:30 TH
2:30, 7:00 p.m. TM: 7:30, 10:30 F
7:00 p.m. T
7:30, 9:30, 12:30, 1:30, 2:30 MWF; 1:30 MW;
7:00 p.m. M, T. W, TH
8:30 MWF
12:30. 2:30 10Wf
Various
8:30 MW
8:30 M
8:30, 12:30, 2:10 TTH
11:30, 11:30, 2:30, 7:00 p.m. M; 10130, W.
2:30 TH; :30 W or TH; 11.30 F
7:00 p.m. W
7:00 p.m. W or TH
7:00 TH
Many Sections

Pres. Johnson To Schedule
Press ’Fire-Side Chats’
WASHINGTON WPI) - President Johnwm is considering another one hour televised "fireside
IF 0" with newsmen to explain
lows on problems confronting
lp nation.
The program would be like the
informal television ’conversation"
with newsmen that the late President John F. Kennedy introduced.
Johnson appeared on a similar
ortanaim in Mareh, 1961.
Johnson has not held a formal,
televised news conferenee since
last August. Instead, he has adopted the practice of sumntoning
newsmen to his office on short.
notice to make announcements arid
answer questions. He held such an
unannouneed session last Friday.
The President is known to feel
that he can get his views across
in better perspective when he
meets infmanally with small gmups
of reporters rather then in the
1.).pe cif big news conference livid

by his predecessors which were
attended by 300 or more newsmen.
As carried out by both Kennedy
and Johnson in the past, the program is a modern version of
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s "fireside
chats" over radio. The difference
is that the newsmen-usually three
-can guide the conversation with
their question.s.

SJS Still Giant
Of State Colleges
SJS continues to be the largest
of California’s state colleges with
its record enrollment of 19,800.
The total exceeds the previous
spring semester high of 19,024 registered students set in 1965. Final
figures ere still unavailable since
late registration will continue
tiwough Feb. 21.

ever, that converting to yearround operation does not necessarily mean converting to the
quarter system,
’The quarter system is not an
end in itself," he said. "It’s only
a means of going on year-round
operation."
The citange to year-roand oper-

Grad Rep To Offer
ASB Housing Bill

8:30 MW

Hist. 90A-History of Asia
Hist. 908-History of Asia
Hist. 1718-U. S. History
H.E. 9-Nutrition I
H.E 9-Nutrition II
H E. 172-Family Relations
Hum, 120-Studies in Selected Cultures
Hum. 160-Contemporary Issues
I.A. el -Graphic Arts
Jour. SS-Press and Public
Math. 5-Algebra
Math. II-Trigonometry
Math. I2-Number Systems
Math. 29-1ntroduction to College Meth.

108-Introduction to Music Literature
1 I8A-Survey of Music Literature
1188-Survey of Music Literature
I67-Music in World Cultures
174-Correlation of the Arts
SO-Introduction to Philosophy

By DON DUODALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Year-round operation is inevitably coming in higher education,"
Dr. Glenn S. Dumke, California
State College chancellor, said at
a meeting with students yesterday
afternoon.
The chancellor emphasized, how-

7IME(S) AND DAY(S)

Anthro. I -Introduction to Anthropology
Anthro. 2-Cultural Anthropology
ASP 52-Basic Anatomy and Physiology (Lab.)
AAP 66-Hunan Physiology (Lab.)
Art 10-Art Appreciation
Art 25A-Drawing and Composition
Art 9IB-Art History
Art 18113-The Art of Asia
Astr. I -Descriptive Astronomy
Biol. 1 -General Biology (Lab)
Biol. 10-General Biology (Loc.)
Biol. 20A-Genoral Biology (Lab.
Biol. 20B-General Biology (Lab.)
Biol. 130-Chemistry In Life Phenomena
Chem. 1A-Goneral Chemistry (Loc.)
Chm. 1A-General Chemistry (Lab.)
Chen, le-General Chemistry (Loc.)
Chem.
Chemistry (Honor Lab.)
Chem. 18--General Chrnistry (Lab.)
Chem. 30A-Elernentary Chemistry (Loc.)
Chem. 30A-Elernentary Chemistry (Lab.)
Chem. 10I -Exploring the Atom
Drama 10-Drama Appreciation
Econ. 113-Principles of Economics
Econ. 100-Currant Economic Problems
Engl. IA-Composition

Mus.
Mus.
Mus.
Mus.
Mus.
Phil.

’Year-Round Operation Inevitable’

-Photo by James Brescoll
DUMKE INTERVIEW-Dr. Glenn S. Dumke, California State College chancellor, told SJS students yesterday that year-round
college operation is Hinevitable," but that this does not necessarily mean converting to tile quarter system.

Steve Larson, graduate representative, has announced he will
introduce a bill at today’s Student
Council meeting to establish an
ASB Reconunended Housing Program. The meeting will begin at
2:45 p.m. in the College Union.
The proposed program will establish general standards for student housing, either approved or
unapproved.
Criteria will include standard
rates for apartment living, semester contracts, reasonable return of cleaning deposits and exclusive rental to SJS students.
Other standards are a limitation on the number of students in
one apartment and allowance for
withdrawals of students for reasons beyond their control.
The bill will also create a Hous-

Seeks S30,000

Landlord Files Damage Suit
Against Two Fraternities
A $30,000 suit has been filed by
Daly City landlord Chtuaes Maroosis against two SJS fraternities
for damages done to a fraternity
annex during semester break of
fall, 1963-64.
Fraternities involver’ are Sigma
Phi Epsilon, which rented from
Maroosis an annex at 5.3 S. 13th
St. on Sept. 28, 1963, and Lambda

Chi Alpha, living next door at 41
S. 13th St.
According to Tom Frazier, Sigma Phi president, Maroosis seeks
$10,000 for damages and $20,000
for lost rent.
Others named ln the suit, according to Frazier, are the Sigma
Phi Epsilon national fraternity;
Sigma Phi Alumni Association;
John Tudor, former president of

Two-Hour Spacewalk
Planned for Astronaut
SPACE CENTER, Hous ton
(UPI) - Astronaut David Scott
will try to set a world "spacewalk" record of perhaps two hours
during the forthcoming orbital
flight of Gemini 8, the Federal
Space Agency said Tuesday,
But agency officials denied a
report that the "walk," which
could take Scott. as far as 75 feet
from his spaceship, would last
nearly three hours.
The voyage by Scott and command pilot Neil Armstrong, the
nation’s first civilian astronaut, is
tentatively set for liftoff at Cape
Kennedy March 15. However,
problems with a target satellite
program may force a delay.
Linking pp with the target remains the No. 1 goal of Gemini 8.
A prelitninary flight plan outlining a three day voyage for
Gemini 8 calls for Scott to begin
his walk about 20 hours after
lif tof f.
In all, according to the same
plaxi, Scott’s hatch will he open
two hours 51 minutes. The astronaut would be away on his spacewalk for about two hours of that
time.
The world spacewalk record of
21 minutes, set last. June 4, is
held by Gemini 4 mitronaut Fslward Lt. White. Scott’s adventuiv

Sigma Phi at SJS; John C. Petrucci of the Sigma Phi Alumni
Association; the district governor
of Sigma Phi, Lambda Chi local;
Lambda Chi national; and the
1963-64 Lambda Chi local president.
Maroosis charged that at the
time he leased his house, Sigma
Phi agored to keep the premises
in a good state of repair according
to terms of the lease.
"However," he charged, "the
defendants smashed and destroyed
doors, vvindows, pipes, fixtures and
cabinets and removed from the
premises cabinets, heaters, fireplace equipment and tile from the
fireplace and floors."
Frazier said that. damage was
done, init. "we didn’t d.o it."
Gary Vannatter, Lambda Chi
president, in the fall of 1964 said
that it is only a "nuisance suit."

will be much more daring.
After opening the hatch and
making final checks, he will u.se
a 25 foot long lifeline to walk outside the blunt adapter section of
Gemini 8.
While Armstrong controls the
ship during its five-mile-a-second
dash around earth, Scott will don
a backpack, attach himself to a
lifeline three times as long and
use a maneuvering "cot gun" to
propel himself as far as 75 feet
from the craft.
At this range, the two astronauts will take pictures of each
other.
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Sen.
Space agency officials Tuesday
were still unsure as to which of Thoman A. Kuchel yesterday
two target satellites would be used endorsed the candidacy of forfor the linkup attempt. scheduled mer San Franeisco Mayor
as the first demonstration of the
"docking" tmhnique vital to Amer- George Christopher in his bid
ica’s pbare, to hisi the first man for the Republican nomination
for governor of l’aliforniarin thr ousiti I hl,
The (1011 whip in the U.S.
Senate made his endorsement
at a nen% conlerince here.
In ’nothing his endorsement,
Students vstIto h:isre not yet enrolled in the CPS student health ’Cachet described Christopher am
plan for the spring semester may "one nil’) represents Republistill do so until Monday, Feb. 28. can% in the Lincoln tradition
Application forms may be obtained and the Ehonhower tradition."
"lie I% specific and speaks
in the Student Affairs Business
Office, Building R, behind the out boldly." he said.
lautonore.

ing Facilities Board to establish
more specific standards than the
program. Eight students will serve
on the board for one-year terms.
Student housing meeting the
standards of the board will be
listed in a pamphlet to be sent
to all incoming students and available to current students on a nonprofit basis.
"I think it is time for the student body to take some action to
encourage housing owners to improve conditions and help the
students," Larson stated. ’The
program will set up the best possible standards for the average
student and give every housing
facility a chance to get on the
list.
-"The list will be sort of a Tower
list of housing by the student
body," Larson remarked. "It is
not designed to make anyone mad,
but some housing won’t make it
due to high rents. This is for the
average student.
"We are trying to reach the
greatest number of students and
to provide the best housing for
them. To my knowledge this is
the first action ever talcen by the
ASH in the area of housing,"
Larson said.

Viet Nam Policy
Topic of Debate
Tomorrow Night
United States involvement in
Viet Nam svill be the topic of a
debate sponsored by SJS Channing Club tomorrow night at 7:30
in TH55.
Dr. Peter King, SJS associate
professor of humanities, and William Tinsley, instructor of Philosophy at Foothill College, will represent the opposition to government policy.
Dr. Louis Gann of the Hoover
Institution at Stanford University
and Dr. Frederic Weed, SJS professor of political science will support President Johnson’s position.
Dr. Theodore Balgooyen, professor of speech, will be moderator.

ation, when it comes, he said,
"entails a tremendous investment,
carrying with it a promise of tremendous savings."
"There will be a long-range savings in capital outlay (expenditure for new buildings and land)
but an inunediate increase in costs,
caused by the necessity of hiring
more faculty."
QUARTER SYSTEM
Chancellor Dumke said the
quarter systern would not produce
a savings unless 40 per cent of
the students in attendance during
the fall, winter, and spring quarters enroll in the surruner quarter.
He said only one college or university now on the quarter system has achieved that goal.
"Perhaps the only answer is to
tell some students they must attend during the summer. The only
problem with this is that you’re
tampering with American sociologY," he said, referring to Americans’ habit of taking vacations
in the summer.
’The great disadvantage of the
changeover," the chancellor said,
"is that the institution goes
through a seismic change, involving the revision of every course
in the catalog, and the changing
of every student’s record."
TUITION ISSUE
On the issue of tuition in the
state colleges, lte said, "I have
gone on record as being opposed
to tuition, but I cannot speak for
the trustees. They are presently
shidying the matter, and have had
one public hearing, and will have
another."
Chancellor Dumke was asked
for his comments on the criticism
leveled at his office in December
by Dr. Theodore Balgooyen, SJS
Professor of Speech and president
of the SJS chapter of the Association of California State College
Professors (ACSCP).
Dr. Balgooyen said the chancellor’s office was encouraging the
hiring of part-time professors holding only a B.A. degree, to do the
work usually done by professors
with a more adequate background.
FACULTY HIEING
Before the chancellor could answer, Pres. Robert D. Clark interposed and said any complaint concerning faculty hiring should rest
with the college administration,
not the chancellor.
"Dr. Balgooyen’s statement is
correct," Pres. Clark continued.
"Graduate students should not
teach college classes. We simply
have not caught up with all faculty situations which need correcting."
Chancellor Durnke added, "I
have always insisted on having as
many full-time people as possible
teaching in the state colleges."

Sen. Kuchel Endorses Christopher
In Republican Gubernatorial Race

CPS Health Plan

At the conference Ratchet also revealed he would enter a
Washington hospital some time

to win the governorship
must offer a candidate who einphaticallx disavow. extremism

next month

of the right or left."
In a ’,repaired statement Ruche! said:
"The next years sill require
more than simply the ability to
handle the day by day require-

operation.

for a gall

similar

to

bladder

type
underwent
the

President. Johnson
last fall.
Christopher said he "deeply
appreciated" the endorsement. of
California’s senior senator and
expressed him "sincere thanks."
"The people of California do
want a change in Sawramenta
but I do not think they sill
make a change at any price,"
Christopher
"I
that

agree
the

said.
with

Sen.

Republican

Mitchel

party

in

order

ments

of

state

got ernment.

chief executive,
who by temiwrment, background and courage sill be able
to deal with and, Indeed to try
They

need a

to

anticipate, the crisis which
may suddenly enipt in our free
societx.
fidenee

He
In

must

people."

inspire

con-

111"’
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By PAT HEFFER V\I
Except for a few stragglers trying to
get into Psych 55 or out of a 7:30 chew
lab, I guess I can say registration is over
finally.
Thank Heaven ... I understand it was
tors this t
even rough on the reg
Consider the case of Phil Bourtlette,
who worked during reg so he could sign
into classes Vivednesday. Phil, a poli sci
major, regged early all right, after finding
out that all poli sei classes were closetl

We Believe

Colleges Need Aid
California is faring a critical moment in the progress of its higher eduand in its edueational
cation system
system in general.
Now the largest state in the l
peoCalifornia grew by three mill’
ple in the fix e years froin 1959 to
211 per cent increase. During
196,1
that same period, enrollments at public
ersities and colleges grew by 83
per vent.
Before World ’War II, there were
si.x en state colleges in California, reg’,tering some 13.000 students. NOW
thcre are 1() campuses registering more
than 150,000 stutlents, and tnore campuses are under construction. Officials
expect the enrollment to reach 225,000
1970.
Large amounts of financial aid have
failed to meet the need primarily because the state has tended to depend
upon federal funds rather than increase its own aid accordingly. Worse
y et, in some instances the state has
cut its financial aid to poorer districts
as federal aid increased.
in anotlier recent development,
President Johnson recommended that
Congress reduce funds to "federally
impacted" areas by almost 25 per cent.
"Federally impacted" areas are those
districts where tnilitary installations
have decreased the local reventte to
schools hy subtracting land from taxation.
As might he expected, such a recom-

due to
mcnilation has met opposie
its obx ions conflict with the earlier
announced aini of the Great Society
to increase federal aid to education.
In addition. as one congressman mentionetl, it seems unreasonable to reduce
aid to our own educational system
while increasing it to educational programs abroad.
There is no simple answer to the
finanrial problems of higher education
in California. lit maintaining the essence of free public higher education
in the state schools. an increase in
tuition would seem the least acceptable
of the solutions being pondered.
Federal aid can help. It is to be
hoped that the efficiency and effectiveness of the Great Society programs
which lune become notoriously ineffiwill
cient in the last few months
increase to the point that more aid is
given to those districts which are falling behind in their edurational programs.
The real improventent will come
only when the state uses federal funds
as grants-in-aid, thereby increasing its
own funds to education. Suet) action
usually is easier said than done, but
the legislature must work fast to elitninate unnecessary restrictions on state
funds to school districts, and to increase the funds already available. Student enrollment increases demand a
unified effort by the people of California to continue a high quality of
education.

Guest Room

Prof Defends Business
Editor’s Note: Dr. Porter wrote this guest editorial
aboard the USS Kearsage, Naval Reserve training
ship.

By DR. ALBERT PORTF.R
Associate Professor of Business
While I had entertained rather vague
thoughts of writing this paper earlier. it
was finding in the Kearsage wardroomlounge, the Feb. 1966 Fortune ntagazine
ilrs cover title-tag, "Why Students
Say No to Business,- that brought action.
LESS INTEREST
I had seen the article last week, a colleague liming sent me a photocopy. Apparently the higher-prestige the college
and the higher GYA the student. the less
the interest in business as a career.
Yet I trust it is understood that you can
expect the greatest resigance, opposit
those you are
perhaps hostility, fr
trying to help --- read "The Ugly American" or reports of Peace Corps or VISTA
workers.
.S. BACKWARD
Somewhere in the text materials for
one of the staff-college extension courses
was the statement that the U.S. may actually be tlte world’s most backward, most
undentleyeloped country from the Yiewpoint of the gap between our potential for
economic quantity and quality, and what
%se are able to achieve.
We don’t know how to put a familysize package of goods and services on at
the factory and have it get off at Watts
or Little Egypt; we can’t get the wheat
to India. or distill the sea water to make
Sahara and the great Afro-Asian desertcrescent bloom with lush crops even
though we have the technological capacity
to do these things 10 times over.
INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
When you view the industrial complex
between San Jose and Long Beach, the
earth-moving and construction capability,

and then the self-contained city which a
large carrier such as the Kearsage is, I
can only repeat that saying: "What inan’s
mind can conceive, man’s hand can
achieve."
Part of the mythology and folklore
of our own "underdeveloped nation" is
that the purpose of business is to make
a profit. While some businesses do make
a profit, and quite legitimately. the purpose of business is, in Emerson’s words,
to get things from where they are plentiful
to where they are needed.
BUSINESS CHALLENGE
So. if you enter a business career with
the idea that you will devote yourself to
making the organization fulfill that social
role, it could be quite a challenge and
satisfaction, social service-wise. lf, however, you merely do what y011 are paid to
do, then, as Bishop Pike reminded us,
your profession will resemble the world’s
oldest profession. But this is true in any
career, isn’t it?

SJS in Retrospect
10 YEARS AGO
How insects inspired a woman’s fashion
that lasted over 30 years was one of the
interesting points of a speech given by Dr.
Carl D. Duncan, chairman of the Natural
Sciences Division. Dr. Duncan’s talk, "meet
the Insects," explained how an insect caused
establishment of the trade routes of Central
Asia anti may have been a major cause of
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
15 YEARS AGO
A special Spartan Daily issue was put out
by the editor-of-the-day, Joan Hale, and her
staff of AWS members. The issue was part of
a Women’s Week campaign to bring activities
of campus women into the limelight. The news
was chiefly concerned with women, the features were about women, and even the sacred
domain of men, the sports page, was sacrificed
for their fetninine cause.

until ’Thursday.
EARLY RISE

"As we push more deeply into the universe - - -"

Guest Room

Student Apathy Analyzed
By ROGER ALLEN
EDITOR’S NOTE: Allen covered student government
for the Spartan Daily last semester.

W hat are the major causes of apathy
in student government? hy tlo most SJS
students seeni not to care about the
both real and potential of
power
the ASB?
To be the center of public attention,
any government must have the power to
affect drastically the lives of its constituents. Also, it niust he a dynamic center
of ideas and innovation.
The ASB falls down on both points.
NO PROGRAMS
decision by the ASR president or
,
Student Council can send a student to
Viet Nam or burden him with unreasonable taxes. Student goxernment is engaged
besides the
in no program this year
scholar-in-resitletice program which is
exciting enough to hold student interest.
Contributing to student apathy is the
poor publicity provided by the Spartan
Daily, Spartan Spectrum and the New
Student. How can students understand
and appreciate the issues and personalities
of student government let alone make
an intelligent electoral decision -- if the
issues and personalities are not explained
and analyzed in the student press?

have a badly distorted, Meltzerian view of
student government.
ELIMINATE APATHY
To help eliminate the widespread student apathy, a number of things should
be done. The student press should make
a concerted effort to tell the student body
what it needs to know about its government. Candidates in the spring elections
should cease spouting out inane, platitudinous remarks and should start to campaign on the basis of issues and problems.
The ASB should demonstrate a willingness to communicate directly to the stetperhaps by way of a perident hotly
odically taken poll and a newsletter.
The solutions are readily thought, let’s
hope they are just as readily undertaken.

Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty
chance to express their views on campus, local,
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name end faculty or ASB number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform fo
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

What’s worse, he had to get up at 6:30
Thursday morning to make it to the second floor landing of the library to stay
awake all day doing nothing -- including
getting classes.
"All I do is take up space to fill a hole,"
Phil lamented Thursday morning. "I’m
supposed to keep people from going itp
stairs and sneaking in to get their packets,
but the only people who gel this far ur.
those with packets already!"
DULL REGISTRATION
Art Progilefsky, who sported yellow
badge No. 101, complained that registration is getting duller and duller.
"Working during reg used to be exciting ... why I eye’) had one guy jump out
a second story window to avoid filling
out his cards in the library. one semester,"
Art recalled. "Now 1"m just a cork ... I
stop up a hole."
However, there is one ray of hope for
future reg marshals. Apparently taking
No. 5 cards can be very interesting, or at
least that’s what one fellow grinningly
told me.
NO. 5 CARD
It seems, he said, that every so often
a loosely attired, well-built coed will fail
to finish her No. 5 card. And while she’s
leaning over the table in front of him
filling out the card . . . well, what’s a
guy supposed to do, look at the ceiling?
But bright spots such as that are few
and far between for both the registrar’s
helpers and the registrants. The rest of
the process is boring for the former, hell
for the latter, and unnecessary for anyone.
If the Registration Committee would
wake up and listen to the undercover ad
hoc committee that is urging the adoption
of Professor Dione’s computer registration,
boiled down to
the whole mess could
a few hours.
But then that might destroy the view
from the five-card table.
be

PRESS ESSAYS
Both the Spartan Daily and the New
Student could stimulate student interest in
the ASB by giving their readers informative, explanatory and analytical essays.
The Daily has not published enough
of this material, and the New Student’s
co
ntary on ASB affairs has been so
politically oriented that its readers must
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Staff Editorial

Draft Needs Uniformity
The escalation of the Vietnamese
conflict has resulted in rising concern
over the question of the draft. This
concern, however, is nothing new. The
Korean conflict saw similar problems:
rising quotas, lowering standards and
increased difficulty in obtaining deferments.
On January 28, Selective Service
headquarters announced that tests and
class standing would be restored as the
main criteria for college student deferments. The basis for the deferment will
be similar to those used in the early
1950s, Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
national director, said.
Students need to score 70 or above,
and graduates 80 or above, on an exaniination in order to qualify for a deferment. Class standing could also
make or break a student’s hopes for a
temporary stay of execution.
The unusual thing about the new
ruling is that local draft hoards do not
need to follow the national edict. It is
merely designed as a guideline, by
which local boards could direct their

recruittnent. The locals differ in their
procedure from county to county now,
and after the new change, the variance
will become even more pronounced.
These differences in policy seem to
result in an unfair system of double
standards.
While one local board gives student
deferments (II-S) freely, the next
places extremely high value on this
classification, doling out as few as possible. Situations arise where 3.0 students lose their WS classification, becoming nervous I-A’s, and students
with a 2.0 GPA and fortunate to live
in an area with a lenient board, are
able to retain their student deferment.
This lack of standardization of policy is not fair. Mere geography is not
a jogt criterion for deferments. Uniformity must he enforced in decisions
concerning deferments. as they might
well result in a major change in one’s
life. We urge a more responsible attitude on the part of the Selective Service Administration concerning the
qttestion of classification changes and
requirements. L.C.

.

Bucky Fuller Analyzes Society
In Student Workshop Lecture
Students filled two-thirds of of My Concerns."
Morris Dailey Auditorium yesterThe 2:30 lecture was the first
day afternoon, as SJS’ first Schol- of a series of six lecture workar-in-Residence R. Buckminster shops open to students.
Fuller explained "The Breadth
Norman O. Gunderson, dean of
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engineering, intoduced the 70-year old scholar who spoke without
the security of a podium.
"I don’t like to stand behind
those things," he quipped, "because I’m so short and I’d have
to look up and over it."
Fuller explained that his main
interest is exploring how effective
the individual in today’s society
can be as an integral part of the
society as a whole.
"I’m interested in the individual
eperating on his own economic
initiative and for the individual
to see life clearly with his evolutionary trendings," Fuller told his
student -faculty audience.
Generally speaking, Fuller continued, man must first ascertair
his relation to the entire univers?
before he can become effective
to himself or to society.

:30

Wells"World Brain’
To Become Reality,
Doctor Predicts
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Photo by Paul Sog, ra
BUCKY FULLER’S invention, the geodesic dome, is put up by
construction workers on Seventh Street. Fuller spoke to a studentfaculty audience in Morris Dailey Auditorium, yesterday, on "The
Breadth of My Concerns." This was the first of Fuller’s workshop-lectures during his two-month stay at SJS.
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Journalism Students Run
’Campus Report’ TV Show
College open circuit television
takes to the air again this semester as SJS journalism majors
begin producing four television
newscasts each week.
The show, "Campus Report"
describes the activities of students
and faculty members at SJS. San
Jose State is one of the few colleges west of the Mississippi River
to have an open circttit television

news program written and produced by undergraduate students,
according to James Dunne, radioTV adviser.
Journali.sm majors with an emphasis in radio and television
news produce, direct and announce
the show.
It will be broadcast on KNTV,
Channel 11 in San Jose Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings
at 8:25 and Saturday at 8:15 a.m.

MADISON, Wis. (UPI iAuthor
H. C. Wells’ concept of a worle
brain to absorb vast amounts of
new knowledge may not be far
off, the president of the American
Medical Society said Tuesday.
Dr. James Z. Appel, Lancaster,
Pa., said the population and
lcnowledge explosions may lead to
development of a world brain to
absorb and retrieve information
for scientists.
"Years ago, H. G. Wells proposed the development of a world
brain to record the seemingly endless flow of new knowledge and
to retrieve it instantly for inquiring scientists," Appel said.
"What seemed to be a science
fiction dream then rnight now become a down to earth reality,"
he said.
He said something like a world
brain is in the planning stage at
the new Francis A. Countway Library of Medicine at Harvard.
Someone still must be able to
push the right buttons at the right
time in the push button era, he
said, and this will always require
competent, knowledgeable, well informed men and women.

ART MAJORS

SALE
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SJS Honoraries
To Elect, Ratify
At Thursday Meet
SJS’ academic honoraries
meet to ratify a con.stitution and
elect officers tomorrow.
Tentatively called the "InterHonorary Congress," the organizzttion will "take definite action
to improve the quality of education at San Jose," according to
Fred Stahl, congress spokesman
and member of Tau Delta Phi,
men’s honorary scholastic fraternity.
The meeting is at 4:30 p.m. in
111.

Fraternity
To Withdraw
On Race Issue
EASTON, Pa. (UPDThe presilent of the Lafayette College
.hapter of Sigma Chi fraternity
aid Tuesday they were withdraw1g from the national organiza’ ion because of opposition to plans
o initiate a student of Oriental
Incest ry.
The local chapter had announce()
ist Jan. 17 that it would withlraw from the national organization with headquarters in Evanston, Ill., by Feb. 15, if it was not
allowed to initiate Chris Song
Whun Choi, a sophomore student
from Honolulu.
Anthony Savitsky, of Scranton,
president of the local chapter,
said he recently received a letter
from one of the men "who had
placed a hold’’ on Choi’s application.

McNamara Tells of Opposition
To Major Bombing Assault
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Congressional testimony disclosed
Tuesday that Defense Secretary
Robert S. McNamara is opposed
to a major bombing assauit on
North Vietnamese industrial targets because he does not believe
it would halt the fighting in the
South.
McNamara, who gave the testimony last month and earlier this
month, also said that no military
conunander"and certainly not I"
anticipated the use of nuclear’
weapons in Viet Nam.
His comments were made public
in a heavily censored version of
the testimony he gave to the Senate Armed Senices Committee
and military appropriations subcommittee on President Johnson’s
request for $12.3 billion in extra
defense funds to fight the Vietnamese war.
McNamara also said that preparations were being made "for
substantially increasing" U.S. troop
deployments in South Viet Nam
and raising the rate of activity
of U.S. units there. There are
about 200,000 American troops in
South Viet Nam now.

l’.

Bliss,

public

Good seats available
on sale: San Jose Box Office
40 W. San Carlos
(Next to Ste. Claire Hotel/
295-0888

SENIM
LAST CHANCE TO SIGN UP!

affairs

director of the National Association of Manufacturers for the 13
Western States will speaic tomorrow, at the first meeting of the
SJS chapter of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers.
Open to the public, the meeting
will be held at the Heidleburg
room of the Garden City Hofbrau,
51 S. Market St., at 8 p.m.

Auditorium

TESTIMONY CENSORED
Defense Department censorship
hid much of the testimony of military leaders made public on this
subject. But Gen. John P. McConnell, Air Force chief of staff, was
quoted as saying "Industrial tar-

Director To Speak
At Engineer Meeting

T
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All students who receive their Bachelors or Masters Degree in June or
August must sign up now to have their portraits taken for the May 1966
issue of Sparta Life. Photographs will be taken between February 28 and
March 4.
Make your appointment in J-103, Department of Journalism and Advertising. Office hours: 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., 1 p.m, to 5 p.m. Now you can
get the Spring and Summer issue of Sparta Life plus your portrait sitting
for only $3.50.
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Oil Painting Classes

ott

t#

Req.

Large pound tubes Zinc White
Pint cans pure Gum Turpentine
Unprimed (Plane Linen Canvas) per yard
Tubes oil colors, Studio tubes, Bellini
Classic oil colors, Bulk cans

HERB
ALPERT
TIJUANA
MASS

Our texts are conveniently
arranged by course!
.

OF ART MATERIALS

needed in South Viet Nam but gets in North Viet Nam do not
he had no plans to call up the turn out very much that goes into
reserves.
-,,;i; mt of Vietnamese force, "
The secretary’s testimony gm.
no details of how manY US. s<,I
diers, sailors and airmen migh,
have to go to Viet Nam if thi
situation calls for it.
As for overall strategy, McNamara vigorously opposed soy:gestions that the United State and the
expand its bombing of North Vi,:
Nam beyond the military targelbridges, and staging areas that
are being hit in the current raids.
North Viet Nam’s military power
does not depend on its own industrial resources, he said.
"There is every likelihood that
we could take out all of their
Thursday, Feb. 17,
power systems, all of their oil,
8:30 p.m.
all of their harbors, destroy their
dams, and they could still carry
San Jose Civic
on," McNamara testified.

HIGH LEVEL THINKING
But McNamara’s statements on
troop deployments added little to
Johnson’s own remarks at a news
conference Friday when he said
more American troops would be

111

TAX RETURN ADVICE
Taxpayers living in the Northern California area should mail
their 1965 Federal Income Tax
returns to the District Director
of Internal Revenue, 450 Golden
Gate Ave., San Francisco. Returns
mailed to incorrect offices delay
the processing of returns and the
issuanco of any refunds due.
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Water Color Classes
tubes Water Color all colors
Winsor Newton

SPECIAL AQUATEC
ACRYLIC POLYMER MEDIUM
All colors in the
3 oz. plastic squeeze
bottle. A real buy!

1/2

OFF I

Drawing & Comp. Classes
Student Drawing 18xI8 with 18 sheets
Grumbacher and Designer colors
Drawing Boards

401

Downtown

112 S. 2nd St.

1.10
list
list

.73
30% off
25% off

Free Parking

LARGEST STOCK OF ART MATERIALS

Open
Mon.-Thur. until 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

fetelA l!fg

330 South Tenth Street
across

from the men’s dorms

4SPARTAN

IF YOU ARE TRYING TO
BUY THAT SPECIAL BOOK

nAn.v

,,i.(ry LePage, SJS
Miss
junior, is winner of the Governor’s
Medallion for Outstanding Youth
Service.
Governor Edtnund G. Brown
presented the award during the
Governor’s Conference on Youth
in Long Beach Feb. 11. Miss LePage r. the seemul person to re-

Representatives from the folbe 1111
lowing school districts
campus Wednesday through Friday, Feb. 25 to interview teacher
candidates. Interested students
may sign up for an interview In
the Placement Center, ADM234.

cpartatt Sook4tere

BOOKS OUT OF STOCK
ARE ARRIVING DAILY

Spartan gookitere
"right on campus"

Pilot Project Programmed
To Better College Teaching

SJS Junior Coed Wins
Youth Service Medallion

Teaching
Interviews

You will probably be able
io find it at

Wednesday, February 16, 1966

TODAY:
Bassett Unified School District,
La Puente, Los Angeles County
(elementary, junior high and high
school).
Mountain View School District,
Mountain View, Santa Clara County (elementary).
Mt. Pleasant School District,
San Jose, Santa Clara Count
(elementary).

A short ttiiii pilot pl RictI ’ill
improving college teaching at SJS
begins March 1, co-spon.sored hy
Cent er
Television
Instructional
and the Committee for the Impro% ement of I nst nal ion.
The purpose of the study is to
provide an opportunity for established college instructors to view
different kinds of teaching presentations through the use of closedcircuit televi:sion.
Heading the study is Mrs.

ceive the award which acknowlcommunity
outstanding
edges
service and participation.
Presently Women’s Recreation
Associ a t ion president , the coed
from Berkeley majors in occupational therapy. She was instructor
for the San Jose Recreation Swim
for the Handicapped program.
Statewide participation in youth
activities is nothing new to Miss
I LePage. Appointed to the State
I Youth Planning Committee (now
the California Council of Youth)
in May 1963, she became Northern California chairnum in November 1964. In that capacity,
the
LePage was co-chairman for Miss
Northern Governor’s Conference
on Youth held in November 1965
in Sacramento.

i

In addition Miss LePage was
active in a wide variety of Girl
Scout activities and church work.
She received the "Certificate of
Excellence" for outstanding performance in corrununity service
from the mayor of Berkeley in
February 1963.

Ski Club Selects
Heavenly Valley
For First Outing

Bic)cle touring und tandern ridStudents and club members are
ing are the subjects for a meeting
tirged to attend the meeting to to form a campus cycling club.
obtain details of the trip to Heav- Interested students and faculty
should call CY 7-7463 or attend
enly Valley ski area.
Cost for the weekend trip will the meeting Friday Feb. 18 at
be $13, according to Jon Admire, 9:45 a.m. at 340 S. 4th St., apt. 23.

club vice president. Two buses will
FIRST BOOK TALK
leave the corner of Fourth and
Dr. Albert Rosenberg, associate
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, professor of San Carlos at 6 p.m. Friday, Feb.
psychology, will speak on "Can 25, and will return Sunday eve- professor of English, gives the
semester’s first book talk on
We love Everyone?" tomorrow at ning.
Price includes transportation Wednesday, Feb. 23, at 12:30 p.m.
Hotel Sainte Claire at the sixth
annual Foster Parents Recogni- and I odgings. The rooms have in Cafeteria A and B.
Rosenberg will review Arthur
tion event. The event is sponsored kitchens available.
Poor Dad,
Discounts on equipment rentals Kopit’s "Oh Dad
by the Community Council of CenFRIDAY:
tral Santa Clara County and Dis- are available at local sporting Mama’s Hung You in the Closet
Alvord Utdfied School District, trict 12 of Kiwanis.
land I Ain Feeling So Sad."
goods stores for club members.
Riverside, Riverside County (elementary and high school).
San Mateo City Elementary
School District, San Mateo, County (elementary).
San Bruno Park School District,
San Bruno, San Mateo County
(elementary and junior high
school).

111121iTCProllill

BOOIS

MONDAY, Feb. 21:
Alluunbra City Schools, Alhambra, Los Angeles County (elementary and high school).
Norwalk-La Mirada. City Elementary School District, Norwalk,
Los Angeles County (elementary
and junior high).
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SAT. 9 TO 6

PEN Ill 9 EVERY NITE

-OPEN SLNDAY 10 TO 5

GO!!
MUST
E TO ERYTHING
MAKE ROOM FOR A TREMENDOUS CAMPING STOCK!
FIRST COMEGETS FIRST CROICE!!

S K I TOOTS PANTS
5.99uP 2.99 3.99
UP

1 49UP9
Values to
39 50
PARKAS

1

This Group Formerly
Used for Rentals
Some Trade-Ins

EPDXY SKIS
Newest Finest Skl Construction. Will out perform metal skis. Made
famous by 5999
Yamaha.
Reg. 99.50

1

IIIIIIII
Ifil
We made a terrific
buy on these superb
metal skis. A full
range of
sizes.
Reg. 99.50.

NEW
(HILDS BRAND
WOMEN’S - GIRLS’ MEN’S
This
Group Non Stretch
ADULTS
FAMOUS
BUCKLE BOOTS STRETCH
MAKES

V.O040,M,IMMEM

FORMERLY USED FOR
RENTALS. BRAND
NAMES. REG. TO 79.50
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An nqual opportunity omployAr

A ONCE IN A LIFETIME CHANCE
TO STOCK UP AND SAVE $$SS$1
DISCOUNT
..o.er 0,1 Caol

Complete
with
Safety
Bindings
Ideal for
Beginners

Southern California Edison

RERIFirdNs

GREATER

jppe.

SKIS

an

Students, Faculty
To Form Club

7:30 p.m. in TH55.

Psych Professor
To Talk of Love

USED

for’s or advanced degree in electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering,
industrial engineering, civil engineering
or chemistry, you may be our man.
Phone 213 624-7111 collect or
Write:
Mr. J. W. Clemson
Southern California Edison Co.
P.O. Box 351, Los Angeles 90053.
Then when somebody offers you
the moon. you can tell him you have a
better offer.

’’The student is the consurner,"
said Mrs. Martin, "and we want
to help the consumer by finding
out how people learn best, and
using all the media at our disposal to help them learn," she said.

Signups for the SJS Ski Club’s
first weekend trip will be taken
at the club’s meeting Monday at

FORMERLY USED FOR
RENTALS -ALSO RADE-INS

The race to the moon almost seems
tame to Edison.
We’re racing Southern California.
In the next 10 years, we’ll serve
estimated 21/2 million more people.
The race to keep pace, electrically,
demands creative engineering of the
highest order.
Edison is building a nuclear generating plant at San Onofre, California. In
fact, our staff is already making plans
20 years ahead. Under study: thermionics, thermoelectrics, magnetohydrodynamics, and other methods of direct
conversion that show promise for
tomorrow’s power systems.
Sound exciting enough for you?
If you’re a candidate for a bache-

"I really don’t know what will
come of this study," said Mrs.
Martin, "but it’s just a pilot project and maybe we can find new
ways of doing it," she said.

TOMORROW:
San Rafael City Schools, San
Rafael, Marin County (elementary
anti high school).
Milpitas Elementary School Dbitrict, Milpitas, Santa Clara County i elementary).

minoring senior
turns gown the
moo
A joh al
Southern California
HIM oilers
more excitement

14,441114.1 1,4, .141.44
of Instructional Television Services, and Dr. Thomas A. Tutko,
assistant professor of psychology.
Under the study, a group of instructors volunteer their lectures
to be televised. Afterward, they
can view each other’s lectures and
take advantage of seeing themselves in action.
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Tomorrow at Civic

Tijuana Brass To Play
Tiongsger Herb Alpert and
the Tijuana Brass will play at
San Jose Civic Auditorium tomorrow night at 8:30. The band
will be accompanied by Jimmie
Rixtgers and the Shenandoah
singers.
Alpert describes the unique
sound of the TJB as "Mariucht
with a jazz overtone." His hit
recont, "The Lonely Bull," combines jazz, Mariachi and rock
’n’ roll with the crowded excitement of the bullring. The
wail of a trumpet carries the
melody of the Brass sound while
trombone, drums, piano, elec
tric guitars, maracas and tambourines provide the background.
Other recordings of the group
include "Herb Alpert’s Tijuana
Brass," "South of the Border,"
"The Tijuana Brass, Vol. 2,"
"Whipped Cream and Other Delights."
Alpert, 28, entered the Holly-

Drama Dept.
Schedules
Play Tryouts

.

Tiyouts for two spring productions. "The Rivals" and "The
Dragon," will take place thLs
week, according to Dr. Hugh
Nelson, assistant drama professor.
Tryouts for "The Rivals," a
play by Richard Sheridan, will
be held today, tomorrow and
Friday evenings at 7:30 in the
studio theater, room 103, of the
Speech and Drama Building.
Dragon,"
Tryouts for
by Eugene Schwarz, will be
held today from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
in the studio theater and tomorrow from 7:15 to 9 p.m. in
room 226 of the Speech and
Drama Building.
All undergraduate and graduate students are eligible to try
out for the productions and may
obtain scripts from the drama
office, room 100 in the Speech
and Drama Building.

isood music field by’ playing
trumpet on recordings and playing a musician in numerous
movies. He wrote one of the
hit songs for singer Sam Cooke
and was associated with the production of the song "Alley
Oop."
Bttt he did not hit the big
titne until the emergence of the
Brass sound. He discovered he

cgolil
a -Spanish eifect
tociliCt
by recording one trumpet solo
on top of another and used this
technique In "Twinkle Star."
Later vvhile visiting Tijuana.
Alpert decided to add the roars
of the bullfight crowd to the
beginninst and end of "Twinkle
Star." The iovulting recanting,
-The Loi ely Bull," sold more
than a miliiiin copies.

Ferrante, Teicher
To Perform Today
Ferrante and Teicher, pianists famous for such recordings
as "Theme from the Apartment"
and "Exodus" will play tonight
at San Jose City College.
The performance will begin
at 8:30 in the men’s gymnasium.
Almission is $2 for adults and
50 cents for children.

GREAT JUNIOR
LOOK FOR ’66 . . .
POOR BOY JUMPER

17.00

The exhibit is open daily
from 1 to 5 p.m. to the public
without charge. On Washington’s Birthday it will be open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

P, a poor boy- on a skirt
... add a belt on the hip
and you have the greatest look
yet for a juniors
campus or date life, come Spring!
YOUNG

When you can’t
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NoDoz,.

Are You
Running
With Me,
Jesus?
Prayers by MALCOLM BOYD
The book of uncommon prayer
by the Episcopal priest who Is
"chaplaimat-large to U.S. col.
lege students."Time
3rd LARGE PRINTING
Only $3.95 at your
college bookstore

nAns-5

Sall .1,zse
I. ’01 lege,: product ion of Cob.
Porter’s "Kiss :VII. Kate" will
be held tonight and tomorrovi
at 7 p.m. in the College Theater, MO Nloorpark AN’e.
All residents of the San Jos...
Junior College District who are
high school graduates or over
19 years olcl are eligible to try
out. said Director Stuart Bennett.
The spring musical veill hi. arcsewed at the college May 19 ..1
:I net 26-2}3.

Exhibition Features
Rockwell, Keane Art
Works by Norrnan Rockvvell,
Walter and Margaret Keane
and four other American painters Will be displayed at the
Triton Gallery, 516 E. Martha
St.. through Feb. 22.
The featured exhibit is the
,i7,-blece Norman Rockwell Collection, which includes oils, inks
and charcoals. His paintings of
the four freedoms "Freedom
of Religion," "Freedom from
Fear," "Freedom from Want,"
and "Freedom of Speech," portraits of the President and Mrs.
Lyndon B. John-son, Barry Goldwater, Jack Benny and illustniBons for Benjamin Franklin’s
"Poor Richard’s Almanac" are
on display.
Selected works by Jan DeRuth, Robert Shafer, Raymond
A. Whyte and Californians Walter and Margaret Keane, Geoffrey Lewis and Alex Dzigurski
are also exhibited.

!TARTAN
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City College Sets
Tryouts for Play

CALIFORNIA SHOP.

SECOND FLOOR

Featured: cotton knit with
striped top, solid skirt.
Orange. Sizes 5-11. 17.00
Loft: cotton knit with U -neck,
short sleeves. Solid top,
bias cut skirt. Navy. 7-13. 17.00

NoDoz Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NODOz helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NODOz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
...when you can’t afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NoD0z.

SEE OUR
GREAT
COLLECTION

Shop Thursday and Friday until 9
Park Free!

SAFE AS COFFEE

=Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.m

BOOKS ARRIVING
DAILY BY THE
nevoritioAD
TWO STORES TO SERVE YOU

San Fernando

New and used textbooks and materials are piled high in both
our

stores

and even greater supplies are arriving every day.

CAL
BOOK

Check our stock for hard -to -find books and study materials

SJS
CAMPUS

so you’ll be prepared for classes.

.
I
X

Full Refunds on Books Until March 4th
With Register Receipt

1
t

/
i
San Carlos

thru Thurs.
8 a.m. until 6 p.m., Friday
9 a.m. until 5:30 p.m., Saturday
This week only

Open 8 a.m. until 9 p.m., Mon.

1
..i
_r
-4:

I CAL
BOOK
ANNEX
1

11-14P111.1eT4h1 pia./

Wetteitiv, rehrtiery 18,_19.611

F’ASSIONATE
F’AISLEYS
matching tie and handkerchief set

6.45

Guaranteed to set any heart beating faster!
Ties of imported European silk in bold,
exciting paisley patterns ... the most "in"
neckwear a man can own! Colorful. Devilmaycare. Sophisticated.
Handkerchief 2.95
Tie 3.50

*nails Land 42 JC Transfers;
Gridders Lead Chase With 25
Showing the efforts of a new,
concentrated recruiting system, 25
junior college football players
transferred to SJS this semester,
headed by all-league quarterback
Danny Holman of Monterey Peninsula College.
; In all, 42 athletes enrolled for
the spring semester, with baseball
I following the gridders in numbers
with eight.

Get this:
WE
HAVE
THE

0

Gas Prices
in San Jose
Najor Oil Co. Gas!)

Puritan Oil
Valentine Gifts are something special!

4th & William
6th EI Keyes
10fh & Taylor
13th & Julian

I Two of Holman’s tearrunates,
’flanker John Crivello and fullback
Jack Brubaker, followed him into
I coach Harry Anderson’s fold.
Another top grab was Mike
Tompkins, 6.1(xe-3, 200-pound end
from San Bernardino JC, where
he was all -Eastern Conference
two years in a row.
Tackle Ray Nelson (6-3, 245)
and guard.linebacker John Taylor
(5-10, 200) transferred from Laney
College, while defensive back
Larry Daniels (6-0, 190) Ls from
West Valley of the same Coast
Conference.
GGC HIT HEAVY
From the Golden Gate Conference, Anderson and his staff nabbed tackle Joe Ftoos (6-2, 2601 of
champion San Francisco City College, tackle Lee Evans (6-2, 2301
of Foothill, linebackers John McMillian 16-2, 215) and Mike Boling (6-0, 205) from Diablo Valley
and Contra Costa, respectively,
and center Keith Pickard (6-3,
215) from Merritt.
Speed was imported with split
end Walt Blackledge (6-4, 198)
from San Diego City College. He
is a 9.7 sprinter in the 100-yard
dash and has a 20.8 clocking in
the 220. Janior college teammate
Autrey Porter, a halfback in football and a high hurdler in track,
followed Blackledge.
Western Conference guard pick
Pat Snickles (5-11, 2101 comes
from Pasadena CC and halfback
Greg Buchanan (5-11, 175) played
at Los Angeles Valley.
ROSE BOWLER
Bill Vasquez (5-10, 180) was
a member of the JC Rose Bowl
championship Fullerton team and
will join Pierce’s Mike Shamoy
(6-2, 217) as a defensive end candidate.
Rounding out the football lists
are guard Bill Higdon (6-0, 217)
’rom Bakersfield, split end-defen-.lye back Don Peterson (6-0,175)
from Santa Monica City, defensive back Doyle Patterson (6-0,
170) from Cerritos, quarterback
Bernie Carr (6-2, 215) from Los
Angeles Valley, guard Jim Bradley (6-0, 215) from Los Angeles
Valley, halfback Randy Key (5-11,
185) from T.0. Angeles City and

tackle Dave Renner
from Santa Rosa.

(6-4, 280)

MEXICAN ACE
A top grab in tennis is Foot.
hill transfer Raul Contreras, one
of the top junior players in Mexico. San Francisco’s Steve Jones
is another tennis transfer.
The eight baseballers are outfielder Marty Powell from Pierce,
shortstop Jim Street from College of Siskiyous, catcher Ted
Goad, infielders Gary Hatzell and
Carl Tognolini and outfielder
Gene Stepansky from Chabot and
infielders Larry Peters and Pat
Garvey from San Jose City College

Former state JC champ Cy
Lucas 1167 I from Foothill and
San Jose City transfer Dave
Austin (130) join the wrestling
squad, while the track crew picks
up sprinter Bob Gass. Gass clocked
21.0 in the 220 in last year’s state
prep meet.
All-state performer George
White from College of San Maand Joint Schmitt, leading
teo
scorer in his conference for Pierce,
will report to spring water polc
this year. Both also swim.
Soccer nabbed inside right Her.
nan Arango from Merritt College, while golf got Foothill’s No
1 man .for the past two years ir
Dave Gleason.

Mermen Sink Foes;
Face Chico Friday
After dunking top-quality competitors with surprising regularity,
San Jose swimmers face an unknown quantity in Chico State
in the Spartan pool Friday afternoon.
With victories over Santa Barbara, Oregon State and Fresno
State in recent meets, Tom O’Neill’s mermen appear firmly established as the fastest state
college contingent.
The Spartans will try to improve
on a 4-1-1 won-lost record against
Chico. Swimming begins at four
o’clock.
The Spartans sank Santa Barbara 67-28 on Monday in the Spartan pool, with Steve Iloberg leading the way with wins in the
200-yard Individual Medley (IM)
and 500 freestyle and a part in a
400 free relay victory.
Steve Williams also nabbed
three firsts, winning the 100 free
and anchoring the 400 medley and
the 400 free relay teams.
Jack Likens and John Kocal
completed the freestyle relay unit.
Likens added a first in the 200
free.
Tod Mathewson. Kevin Currlin

and Mike Hansen teamed with
Williams to take the 400 free
relay. Mathewson remained undefeated in dual competition bv
winning the 200 backstroke. Other firsts were earned by Steve
Hancock in diving and Tom Eldridge in the 200 butterfly.
A successful road trip over semester break was featured by
school records by Moberg in the
200 IM and the 500 free with respective times of 2:08.1 and 5:24.6.
Hoberg set his marks while the
mermen were tying Oregon 47-47.
O’Neill expressed satisfaction at
the draw because Oregon perennially ranks as a national power.
Fresno State and Oregon State
were other Spartan victims. Fresno
State fell 69-25 and Oregon State
55-40.

Golfers Lack Men
All freshmen interested in playing for the frosh golfers are urged
to report to SJS golf mentor Jerry
Vroom in MG109. Vroom notes
that a lack of freshmen candidates
has left the squad shorthanded.

PICK UP YOUR FREE BOOK LIST AT YOUR Cpatigtille:nopk2tope

;i,

OOKS
YOU CAN FIND EVERY CLASSROOM
NEED, AND CHOOSE FROM THE LARGEST STOCK OF SUPPLIES FOR ART AND
ENGINEERING AT

5paii&m. 23001,Atsrm.
"Right on Campus"

RIGHT ON CAMPUS
FASTER SERVICE
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE UNTIL
MARCH 4 (With Cash Register Receipt)

OPEN
EVENINGS UNTIL 9 P.M.

’,-)affo:d Tops Steistics;
Second Round Starts
St. Samuel Saffold continues to
lead Spartan cagers in scoring and
rebounding statistics as the locals
enter the second round of West
Coast Athletic Conference slate
this weekend.
Saffold, on the season, is averaging 16.7 points per game, while
grabbing an average of 10.2 rebounds.
He will have to be in saintly
imm this weekend as the cagers
face a do-or-die situation with contests against Santa Clara Friday
night and coleader USF Saturday
evenkig.
Currently the Spartans are one
game behind USF and UOP with
a 5-2 won-lost record.
TAR1tANTTS TRAILS
Frank Tarrantts trails Saffold
in both statistical categories, as
the slender center has tanked 11.9
points and 6.1 rebounds per fray.

Interclass
Tracksters
Run Friday
Novice and experienced Sart
Jose State tracksters will try to
match last year’s mark of two
school and 11 meet records broken
this Friday when they tangle in
the SJS Interclass track meet.
It will be the opening outdoor
meet of the season for Coach Bud
Winter’s cindermen. The Spartan
track is the site for the annual
event.
Events start at 3 p.m. with the
varsity 1,320-yard run. Five field
events that will get under way
at the same time are the shot-put,
pole vault, long jump, high jump
and javelin.
FISHBACK RETURNS
Such stars as graduate Jeff
Fishback, a 1964 Olympian, and
world -record holder Tommy Smith
will compete in the meet.
Hurdler Ken Shackelford and
pole vaulter Roger Werne both
set school marks in last year’s interclass meet. Both plan on competing Friday.
Shackelford was clocked in
’17.9 in the 330 intermediate hur,ites and Werne, who has completed
his eligibility on the SJS varsity
squad, vaulted 15-5%.
GREEK RELAY
Another highlight of the meet
is the special fraternity eight-man
880 yard relay.
Sigma Phi Ep.silon won the event
last year with Alpha Tau Omega
taking a close second.
Current and former SJS tracksters can compete in the open
dtvision. The novice division is
for freshmen and individuals who
haven’t earned varsity letters.
Current SJS cindermen Tim
Knowles, Paul Hewitt, Joe Neff,
Dick Smith and Tommy Smith will
serve as the team captains.
Trophies are awarded to the
best peformer and the team with
the most points.
LACROSSE IN 1879
NEW YORK (UPDThe United States Amateur Lacrosse Association was formed in 1879 and
included teams from the Iroquois
and Onondaga Indian reservations.
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Baseball Season To Open Saturday

By JOHN JACKSON
Daily Sports Writer
Play ball: The pulse-quickening
cty will ring across Municipal Stadium again Saturday as the Spartans open the 1966 baseball season
against a rugged Alumni team.
Spartan coach Ed Sobczak is
seeking to improve on last season’s 13-23 mark by stressing fundamentals this spring. According
to Sobczak, the Spartans have the
potential to far exceed last
son’s record.
Leading this year’s team are returning lettermen: pitcher l’,!!
Schmidt, cather Dan Van Bogto
first ba.seman Pat Duggan,
ond sacker Tony Hernandez, shortstop Tom Brandi, and centerfielder Dave Mettler. All are slated for startirtg duty.
Also expected to help what
HOT NIGHT
Sobczak called "A well-rounded,
Mueller, mainly off a 14-for-16 syncronized ball club," are pitchperformance against SJS two ers Gene Hessler, Rick Kertunerle.
weekencLs ago, leads this category Bob Hitchcock, Steve Pray, John
with an amazing 61.9 per cent.
Saffold is the league leader in
free throw percentage, having hit
on 36 of 44 attempts for 81.8 per
Intramural table tennis tourcent. Tarrantts’ percentage of 75.0
nament entries are due Friday.
ranks him eighth.
The
entry blanks can be obtained
The Spartans are only a nick
behind USF in team defense, giv- in the Intramural Office, MG121.
ing up only 67.6 points per con- All tournament matches will be
test, but are seventh in team of- played in the afternoons.
fen.se with a 70.7 scoring average.
HOCKEY MERGER
The Sputans rank third in both
NEW YORK ( UPI)-- The Inteam field goal and free throw
percentages with marks of 45.1 ternational Hockey League and
the Canadian-American League
rind 65.3, respectively.
The Spartans find themselves merged in 1936 to form the presthird in team rebounding, behind ent-day American Hockey League
the much taller UOP and USF
fives.
In WCAC action, SaltoId is the
fourth leading scorer, averaging
19.1 points per league contest. The
scoring leader is UOP’s Keith
Swagerty, v4io is putting the ball
in the hoop at a 21.6 clip. USF’s
Envin Mueller (20.1) and Pepperdine’s Tandy Holmes (19.4) are
also ahead of Saffold in the scoring parade.
Swagerty is also the leader and
SaffoId is aLso No. 4 in rebounding. Swagerty’s 17.6 per game
average ranks him LIS third best
in the nation. Mueller (11.9) and
Loyola’s Ken Petersen (11.7) are
also atop Saffold’s 11.3 mark.
Tarrantts is the only Spartan
listed in the top 10 in league field
goal percentage leaders, with his
50.8 mark ranging him seventh.

Lyon, and
k Pangis,r1):
catchers Alan Taylor, Larry MyCI’S, Dennis Nevin; infielders Joel
Ward, Jim Layne, Pat Garvey,
Larry Peters and Steve Egge; outfielders Robin Tomlin, Dave Gig-

Cho,s I P 1.41?

1!.!tii, cliattiv NA\
tiar) Stepansky.
Not reporting to this season’s
squad were shortstop Dave Salinero, the top Spartan hitter last
season, and pitcher Dave Aiken

YOU
MAY
NOT
BE
READY
FOR
THE
REAL
FOLK
BLUES

Table Tennis

Spartan Gymnasts
Hit Win Column
Stop Stanford, SB
The search for victory is over
for SJS gymnasts.
With victories over Stanford
and Santa Barbara last weekend,
Clair Jennett’s squad broke into
the winning column for the first
time this season, upping their record to 2-4.
The Spartans hope to garner
a third win at 1 p.m. Satunday
afternoon when they host Chico
State in the Spartan Gym. Jennett expects close scoring because
of Chico’s depth and consistency.
Repeat performances by San
Jose stars Tony Coppola and Jeff
Wolfe should insure a Spartan
triumph according to Jennett. The
pair grabbed all events but the
trampoline in the weekend meets.
Coppola collected firsts in free
exercise, long horse and parallel
bars both nights, while winning
on the rings against Stanford and
the horizontal bar over Santa Barbara.
Wolfe turned in his outstanding
season showings after being hampered by leg injuries all year. Victories came on the side horse both
nights and he traded honors with
Coppola on the rings and horizontal bar.
Sophomore Steve Brazis stole
the trampoline laurels both nights
to complete the Spartan sweep.
Against Santa Barbara, he netted
a career high of 8.15.
Jennett credits the success to
seasoning and experience. Additional aid has come from Tim McCarthy, Ed Puccinelli, Kal Matis
and Pete Jacobs.

SPARTAN DATLY--,

s,ason’s top freshman hurler
Highlighting the Spartans’ 26game schedule are home-and-away
battles with California, Stanford,
USF, Santa Clara and the University of Pacific teams.

5S

Although tile Spartans do not
have a power club, Sobczak .:.10
they should be able to 11 own regardless of the up’, .!!...1.
"if we hustle and make our own
break,"

IF
YOU
ARE ...
HERE’S
THE
VERY
BEST
On limited
edition
A of course)

rvILIDDY
WATERS

C.t

,

Chess LP 1503

150 I

Available
now
wherever
records
are
sold.

SONNY BOY
WILLIAMSON

CHESS RECORDS
CHICAGO, ILL. 60616
oen3 lor free catalog

IRONS ARE OUT! LEVI’S ARE IN!
amazing wash & wear
Sta-Prestn Levi’s
now in two styles ...
both with the miraculous new finish
that keeps them crisp and fresh all day
long

through washing after washing

... WITHOUT IRONING EVER!

7each

Graduating
Engineers and
Scientists

"JAGS"
in Marlin cloth, extra slim and trim with
14" no cuff bottoms. Sizes 28 to 34
in tan and black.

"TRIM CUTS"
in long -wearing Barracuda gabardine.

LOCKHEED

Slim -cut classic Ivy style with belt

MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY

loops & cuffs. 28 to 36, tan or olive.

will be interviewing on campus February 18.
Contact the Placement Office for your
interview appointment.
Acoal opporfunify and F/M employes.

SAN JOSL: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

SANTA CLARA: STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

Wednesday, February 18, 1988
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Women Cagers To Face Stanford
In Semester Game Opener Feb. 24
Women’s extronatral sports ss
begin spring activities with a basketball game against Stanford here
Feb. 24.
Miss Martha M. Yates, physical
echtcation instructor and coordinator of coed extramurals, said
"There are presently about 25
women participating and more expected to join." Practices are 4:30
to 6 p.m. every Tuesday and
Thursday. All girls interested are
encouraged to show up at practices, Ivfiss Yates added.
Other schools on the coed schedule include University of Califor-

TODAY
Christians for Plocial Action, 4:30
p.m., 300 S. 10th St., regular meeting.
United Campus Christian Felloaship, 7 p.m., Campus Llhristian
Center, 300 S. 10th St., regular
meet ing.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., H5,
bring dues.
MAME, 7 p.m., Shakey’s Pizza
Parlor, Story and King Road.

nia, Santa Claris Unicrsity, San
Francisco State, Chico State and
Cal State at Hayward.
Additional sports offered on the
spring roster include fencing, gYmnasties and tennis which are currently in progress. Softball and
golf will begin in March.
Women’s extramural sports have
brought several honors to SJS.
Coached by Dr, Betty Trotter,
assistant professor of physical education, SJS women now hold the
Northern California collegiate volleyball championship. The A team
is undefeated and has beat 17
schooLs in a tournament at Davis.

FRIDAY
International Student Organization, 3:30 p.m.. t’afeteria A and B,
new students welcome.
LDS Institute of Religion. 7:30
TOMORROW
p.m., 10th and San Fernando,
Romper Fidells Society’, 7 p.m., Spring Opening Social, hootenanny.
H2, fin:I tactics class for Jr.
Sangho Club, CH167, prognuns.
PLC’s, discu.ss basketball team.
Inter-Honorary (Congress, 4:30

What is the role
of young people in
a world in crisis?

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
RUSSIAN STUDENT

FREE WITH $1.00
4-MONTH TRIAL SUB.
NWR.s handsomely printed booklet with translations frorn the
poem sequence

UPPER DIV. FEMALE RMMATE WANTED, ,’
Phone 794.7185 after 5.
& 2 BDRM. Furn. apts. W/W carpet.
1
& Reed. Phone 298-6972.
ANN DARLING Apts. I & 2 bedrooms.
,
13,d & Marburg Way.

AUTOMOTIVE In

:T^VE

noriPivENT

HELP WANTED (41

The Bratsk
Hydroelectric Station
YEVGENY YEVTUSHENKO

New World Review

Suit., 308, 156 Fifth Ave , N.Y. 10

;

1
!

WANTED senior or graduate roorni. I
apt Carol 298.2585 or 445 S. 8th.1
,anager.

ROOMS for four young men, with !
orivilecief at reasonable price.
part Inn
n SJS. 786-0883. 293-6015 Mr. Anderson. 124 N. 6th St !
BUSINESS - ECONOMICS - PSYCHOL- NEEDED i male roommate with 2 othekrs.
2 bedroom. pool. $40 month. 560 S. lOth
hours for ored r 298 1012.
sonell mane
Willing in wort pa.. be, (fie. bk. I,sur%l NEED ROOMMATE 1 bedroom apt, Fur.
until education is completed? Contact nished. 485 E. W3liens No. 2 $47.50
Mr Kirk of A -V Asso.-jates between 9:00 ner month, 298.2171.
n
I?
I
for interview appoint-.
. ;
’
..t be self.motivated. 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to share largo
s..,:lnc; trip from New: 1-,Jse 3136 a month 294.9752.
MALE CREW
port to
NC A boat. erperienced 2 ROOM aot. furnished. Utilities paid
f rn...Inci 269 9308
skjpre F
-eot qns. $70. Upstairs of a house. 2
WANTED E E MAJOR
rad
ocorn api. $120. 511 S. 7th. 294.9686.
286 3358
NEEDED I ronie upper classmen roomto ,hare 2 bedroom apt. with 3
. Inquire 598 S. 9th 286.8219 No.
HOUSING (51
APTS. AVAILABLE FOR SPRING SE NEEDED fourth man for sharp 2 bed, go.. 298-3355 $Q. a month. 536
MESTER. Tradewinds-633 S. 8th. $110
8th.
month. Furnished, free parking. See or
phone Mike Scott. Apt. I. 286.4260 6-8
evenings_or on weekends.
SERVICES In
FEMALE STUDENTS. Room & board. SQ.
lineop-1 hoar., 3
Is n ceimpti, RENT A T.V. Esche’s-Cell 251-2598. $10
1.4.41. TV. Firepla/e. No contract. N.- r., month.
deposit. Esr. fond. 286-4331 or 297 974?
TYPING done in my home. Call 252-5793
BOYS APPROVED ROOM
KITCHEN
21 & MARRIED. Receive over 25 rates
PRIVILEGES $1,, nr
S
non insurance. Liability $65 annually.
2979918
’ o,e Towle. 244.9600.
mODERN 2 lotyironrn acts. 3 8, 4
$140. 2 Por,n, $125. 351 S. llth EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
Phone 294.3772.
294:4952 _an eirne.
FEW SPACES AVAILAILE. Spring se. RIDE or carpool Cupertino-S.J.S. 257mester. 580 S. 6th, Call 297.0314.
3939 Marria. 11:30-3:20 Mon., Wed., Fn.
2 GIRLS

r

Send to: Spartan Datly
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.

Joe Johnson, member of the
Socialist Workers Party, will speak
today at 3:30 p.m. in ED100.
This is part of a national tour
Johnson is making to oppose deportation ordered by the US. goverrunent. His speech is sponsored
by the SJS chapter of the Young
Socialists of America.

Johnson has been at odds with
the federal govertunent since 1959
when he reportedly wa.s sought
for failirtg to report his whereabouts to the draft board in
Dr. Thomas A. Tutko, assistant Minneapolis, Minn.
professor of psychology, will speak
In 1953, Johnson went to Canaon "Food as a Means of Communication" at a Trends in Nutrition da. When he learned about the
symposium, Saturday, at Stan- charge against him made by his
ford University.
local draft board, he returned to
The program is sponsored by
the Twin Cities and served a twothe San Jose-Peninsula District
acAssociation of the California Die- year federal prison sentence,
cording to The Militant, Socialist
tetic Association.
The nutrition sympo.sium Ls open Workers Party publication.
to all interested professiona
The federal government in its
whose work involvrts aspects of Ca SC against Johnson, has started
nutrition.
deportation proceedings on the
grounds that he overstayed a 48Groups May Submit hour entrance pet-mit gven to him
in 1959 for hts return to the U.S.
Items for Bulletin
Johnson wa.s ordered deported
Alt, group tit organization want- on Jan. 11 by the U.S. Immigraing an item to appear in the tion and Naturalization Service.
weekly ASF3 Bulletin, should con- Since that time, he ha.s filed an
tact Mike Neufeld, ASB Infor- appeal with the Board of Immigramation Officer, in the College tion Appeals in Wa.shington, D.C.
Union. Deadline for items to be The case is expected to he heard
submitted is Wednesday ptior to sometime this spring.
Johnson has stated he believes
the week of distribution. The bulletin is mailed to all approved he is being deported kw his socialliving centers and local print and istic beliefs and opposition to war
--1,
inerisi
and the draft,

SAVE
25%
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Start ad on
Inclosed is $

481 E. Son Carlos
between 10th and llth
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YoRICIC
HE COULD
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TO MO it ROW
Hughes Aircraft Company; (See
above information).
The Dow Chemical Company:
chemical engineers, mechanical engineers, industrial engineers, chemistry marketing and business majors for positions in engineering,
production and research, chemistry and technical sales. U.S. citizenship required for sales positions.
Southern California Gas ComPally; engineering, business or economic. liberal arts majors for positions as sales engineer, construction, planning engineer, residential
sales representative. industrial engineer or math major, staff analyst, corporate accountant.
Aeromitronie Division of PhIlco
Corporation; electronic engineers,
mechanical engineers, aero., metalltugical, physics and math majors for positions in research and
development openings in fields of
aeorspace and electronics. U.S.
citizenship required.
Crown Zellerhach Corporation;
accounting majors for position!: as
junior accountants. U.S. citizenship required.
Univac-Disision of Sperry Rand;

.11111111

HAIVILET

isn’t hard
P.0.
when you let
Cliff’s Notes
be your guide
CMS sew
Cliff’s Notes
expertly summarize and
explain the plot and
characters of more than 125
major plays and novels including Shakespeare’s
works. Improve your
understanding -and your
grades. Call on Cliff’s Notes
for help in any
literature course.
125 Titles in all -among
them these favorites:
Native, ri,.
,
Crone and
it, n id Great
Expectations Huckleberry t inn King
Henry IV Part I Viuthering Height% King
Lear Pride and Prejudice Lord Jirn
Othello Gulliver’s Travel. Lora of
the Fires
$1 at your bookseller
or write:
-21ifftAietel_
CLIFf S NOTES INC
Organ Station, Emil.. NM SIM

the

map

Book

to

Store

and choose from the
new or used books you
need. Also a complete
stock of school and

The Batiste

Oxford

A super-fine cotton oxford texture--very light in

art supplies.

weight, yet well disciplined. This shirting is all
quality-endowed with Gant’s own softly flared
button-down collar and elbow length sleeves.
01064 Cleat &Whitaker.

Address
Phone

Custom Cleaners

SHIRTMAKERS

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Una)
Do Not Ablvey at,

Name

TODAY
Hughes Aircraft Company; electronic engineers, physics with elec.
tronics experience - industry or
military majors for positions as a
field engineer, ertgineer writing,
technical training, instructing, research, desigrt, development, analysis of electronics components and
systems. U.S. citizen.ship required
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation;
electronic engineers, mechanical
engineers, physics majors for post- ,
dons in R and D in radar, ECM,
and reconnaissance/strike systems,
design and development of aerospace and GSE structures. U.S.
citizen.ship is required.
Applied Reneurch Laboratories,
Inc.; mechanical engineers, electronic engineers, physics majors
MRA plus one or more of above
listed degrees for positions as a
development engineering, design
engineering and marketing posttion.s.
The Procter and Gamble Distributing Co.; Any major with
degrees for positions in sales leading into sales management. U.S.
citizenship is required.
Beekman trixtruments, Inc.; mechanical engineers, electronics engineers, biology, chemistry and industrial engineering majors.

electronic engineers and math Majors for positions in systems design, programming or applications
analyst. U.S. citizenship required.
Lessisurt Elettric Co., Inc.; electronic engineering majors for positions in development engineering
or marketing for multiplex, microwave and data transmission systems. U.S. citizenship required.

STUDENT HANDBOOK
Copies of the 1965-66 Student
Governtnent Handbook are still
available in the College Union.
The handbook features information about student government,
descriptions of various ASB committees and the three branches
of ASB government.

Buy Used Books

Minimum
Three lines One time Three times Five times
One time
3 lines
1.50
2.25
2.50
4 lines
2.00
2.75
3.00
5 lines
2.50
3.25
3.50
6 lines
3.00
3.75
4.00
Add this
amount for
50
.50
.50
each addi
tonal line

CHECK A
CLASsIFICATIO0
(7 Announcements (1)
Autnmotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lost end Found (6)
0 Personals (7)
C Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Fnr

June and Slimmer graduate.
May sign for Mien ieNN, appointment.. new in the Plocernent
t’enter, AD:11284.

I

To boy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

City

I enclose $1 for 4.month trial
sub. Send me free copy as noted
above.
Please print clearly
NAME
ADDRESS .
CITY. STATE

Professor Tutko
To Discuss Food
At Stanford Meet

Job Interviews

Anti-Draft
Socialist
To Speak

,{I

OU1ET ..a,,te:rs double room for 1 or 2
kichon privileges 297-6079.
.
.

1

on questions of civil rights, peace
in Vietnm. life in socialist lands,
US. foreign policy, cultural and
studnt schangs

WANT 1 GIRL $42. Lrg. 2 barm. W/
.47 S 7h #4. 293-7877.

.n racing ore,- ,
’60 SPRITE
American mags, aluminum !
dews. roll bar, radio heater .
washer. 4 extra wheels nact ies ’5!..
t/ stie, 43 35y,
bast offer. Cash &
GIRL NEEDED. Srlit level on 11th. $40
’61 IMPALA.
o’
-ip Call 286.1436.
’,rust see
1.2 GIRL ROOMMATES. New, tampMake offer.
’SO FORD now ikon,. -erf.o, st.ck shlit pro.ed -,{ceat apt. 11/2 blocks from S.J.S
’6F.9233.
V8, ,ns n
.1.
ON STANFORD CAMPUS. Room &
57 VOLKSWAGEN .
d & $40 per month for light house.
& child care. 2 girls ages 6 & 8.
6667.
FOR SALE (3)
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APT. Furnished.
garage.
WALNUT TABLES.
isno 1,1p. $
325. 793 7444.
5 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT
t;
SCULPTRESS BRA
1922 The Alameda. 244-6190.
DECK 7....36
draw..., $70. 75’ MALE UNAPPROVED HOUSING. Larqe
$300.
’,sod
2 for rent. Kitchen privileges.
_ i-onclaiia)
_
. piano & study rooms. Patio and
It.NO - E. majors need nr. r
B Q pit. 3 blocks from SJS. $34 41
J.,,
rournmaic, fcr
u, 44,
293.9877. 596 S. 10th.
weticf-i
-irrifortable rooms in private
od. S-c.c
..o S. 14th. San Jose. telephone
_ _
y_25.

MO F

READ

NEW WORLD
REVIEW

/ & 2 11DRM apts. New carpeting. pool
rm. TV Mdrn spacious students.living
) S 9th St. 294.4952 anytime.

ANNOUNCEMENTS II 1

put. 111, ratincation of con.stitution and election of officers.
PI 1.arribda Theta, first spring
semester meeting, Charlene him-ron’s home, 1689 Santa Barbara
Drive, San Jose. Open to prospective members.

owe)
330 South 10th St.

1100c1

Across

from men’s dorms

$6.95

In white, maize, blue and linen

MANN HAUS
TRADITIONAL CLOTHIER
Open Monday Thursday and Friday
Until 9:30 p.m.
419 Town & Country Village

